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Abstract. As machine learning (ML) has emerged as the predominant
technological paradigm for artificial intelligence (AI), complex black box
models such as GPT-4 have gained widespread adoption. Concurrently,
explainable AI (XAI) has risen in significance as a counterbalancing force.
But the rapid expansion of this research domain has led to a proliferation
of terminology and an array of diverse definitions, making it increasingly
challenging to maintain coherence. This confusion of languages also stems
from the plethora of different perspectives on XAI, e.g. ethics, law, stan-
dardization and computer science. This situation threatens to create a
“tower of Babel” effect, whereby a multitude of languages impedes the
establishment of a common (scientific) ground. In response, this paper
first maps different vocabularies, used in ethics, law and standardization.
It shows that despite a quest for standardized, uniform XAI definitions,
there is still a confusion of languages. Drawing lessons from these view-
points, it subsequently proposes a methodology for identifying a unified
lexicon from a scientific standpoint. This could aid the scientific com-
munity in presenting a more unified front to better influence ongoing
definition efforts in law and standardization, often without enough sci-
entific representation, which will shape the nature of AI and XAI in the
future.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

With the (nearly) ubiquitous spread of complicated black box models like GPT-
4, explainable AI (XAI) has gained importance in both science and industry as
a counterbalancing force. XAI refers to the development of artificial intelligence
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(AI) systems that can provide clear, understandable, and interpretable explana-
tions for their advice and decisions. The very definition of explanation, and of
its mentioned desirable properties, is, however, often not straightforward from a
scientific point of view, leaving intuitive understanding aside.

Indeed, with the expansion of this research area the definition of terms and
the variety of definitions is growing so fast that it is becoming extremely difficult
to follow. This confusion of languages also stems from the plethora of different
perspectives on XAI, e.g. ethics, law, standardization and computer science.
There is no community-based agreement about central terms like explanation,
explainability or interpretability and, in the scientific domain, the context of
these definitions is often not clear. We are therefore facing, as mentioned in the
Introduction, the threat of a “tower of Babel” effect, i.e. a confusion of languages
and terminologies which makes it hard to find common (scientific) ground.

To counter this linguistic ambiguity, this paper maps the perspectives of
ethics guidelines, law and standardization and in these fields. In comparison to
the scientific perspective, these fields are often driven by the quest for stan-
dardized, uniform definitions. It shows that despite this goal, there is still no
common vocabulary in these fields. Subsequently, it proposes a method to focus
the diverging perspectives in the XAI field in the search for a common “vocab-
ulary”, i.e. a unified lexicon from a scientific standpoint. Such a unified lexicon
could aid the scientific community in presenting a more unified front to better
influence ongoing definition efforts in law and standardization, which will shape
the nature of AI and XAI in the future but are often marred by a lack of scientific
participation and democratic legitimacy.

2 Ethics Guidelines and XAI

Law (e.g. the Artificial Intelligence Act, see Sect. 3.3) and standards are often
informed by relevant documents and reports, i.e. soft law or ethics guidelines.
For example, the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment) [46] defines the principle of transparency and explainability in the follow-
ing way: AI actors “should provide meaningful information, appropriate to the
context [...] to foster a general understanding of AI systems, to make stakehold-
ers aware of their interactions with AI systems [...] to enable those affected by an
AI system to understand the outcome, and, to enable those adversely affected
by an AI system to challenge its outcome based on plain and easy-to-understand
information on the factors, and the logic that served as the basis [...]”.

This illustrates that terms like transparency and explainability are often used
without drawing clear boundaries. Documents often refer to them as umbrella
terms comprising several distinct elements, i.e. more general information (e.g.
information on the interaction with an AI system), but also elements, which
could necessitate the implementation of XAI approaches (e.g. “information on
the factors and the logic that served as basis”). This muddled language makes
it harder to derive clear implementation measures for XAI.

In contrast, the ethics guidelines of the high-level expert group on AI [28],
set up by the European Commission, differentiate between several elements of
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transparency, which itself is linked with the principle of explicability, i.e. trace-
ability (concerning the documentation of data sets, algorithms, and the processes
that yield the decision), explainability (mainly concerning the ability to explain
both the technical processes of an AI system and the related human decisions;
information of the degree to which an AI system influences and shapes the organ-
isational decision-making process, design choices of the system, and the rationale
for deploying it) and communication (i.e. humans have the right to be informed
that they are interacting with an AI system; capabilities and limitations should
be communicated). Mainly the second element, explainability concerning the
technical process, is linked with the implementation of XAI but again does not
state concrete measures.

This problem of the use of vague umbrella terms, illustrated by the OECD
example above, also exists on a macro level. As meta studies on ethics guide-
lines [39] show, “transparency” is the most often mentioned principle, but the
interpretation, what transparency entails, varies widely in these guidelines, con-
cerning what should be transparent (e.g. data use, human-AI-interaction, auto-
mated decisions, purpose of data use/application of the AI system) or the goal
of transparency (e.g. minimize harm, improve AI, legal reasons, foster trust,
principle of democracy). To achieve transparency, disclosure of information is
often suggested but there is no agreement what should be disclosed (e.g. use of
AI, source code, data use, evidence base, limitations, laws, responsibility for AI,
investments, impact).

Ienca and Vayena [31] differentiate between two main thematic families of
transparency mentioned in guidelines: Firstly, transparency of algorithms and
data processing methods (which refers to the implementation of XAI approaches)
and secondly transparency of human practices related to the design, development
and deployment of AI systems (e.g. disclosing relevant information to data sub-
jects, avoiding secrecy, forbidding conflicts of interest between AI actors and
oversight bodies).

These divergent interpretations of transparency lead to divergences in the
implementation strategies proposed to achieve transparency. Generally, a major
problem lies in deducing concrete technological implementations from the very
abstract ethical values and principles described in ethics guidelines [25].

As a brief mapping of these guidelines has illustrated, they seem to contribute
to the “tower of Babel” effect concerning XAI terms as they often - which partly
lies in the nature of ethics guidelines - only set out abstract principles without
describing concrete implementation strategies.

3 Law and XAI

3.1 GDPR

Switching to the perspective of law and XAI, as AI specific regulation has only
recently come into the focus of national and international legislators, the legal
framework currently does not contain explicit legal definitions of “explainability”
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or “transparency”. This could change when the proposed Artificial Intelligence
Act (AIA) comes into force (see Sect. 3.3).

Of course, at the EU and the national level there are (older) laws, which were
not written with AI in mind, but which are also applicable to AI systems and
contain transparency obligations (with further references [3,48]).

For example, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [21] has wide
implications for the use of AI and it has become a model law for AI regulation.
The processing of data in the context of (fully) automated individual decision-
making, i.e. without (substantial) human involvement, is principally forbidden
by Art. 22 GDPR - which has been in the center of the “right to an expla-
nation” debate (with further references [6,40,45,49]) – but fully automated
decision-making is allowed if one of three exceptions (necessary for entering
into/performance of a contract, authorisation by EU/member state law, explicit
consent) applies.

In such a case, specific information has to be proactively provided (Art. 13,
14) and the data subject also has a right to access this information on request
(Art. 15). This includes information about the “existence of automated decision-
making”, about “the logic involved” and “the significance and the envisaged
consequences”.

The passage “the logic involved” has been interpreted in different ways, e.g. as
a subject-specific local explanation of a specific decision [24,44,50] or as variant
of a general (global) explanation (mainly concerning the features employed) [59].
Explaining the logic involved could therefore necessitate the implementation of
a feature-importance based XAI approach.

A recent opinion (16 March 2023, C-634/21, ECLI:EU:C:2023:220) (with
further references [47,54]) of the attorney general Pikamäe could clarify the
interpretation. These opinions are often but not always adopted by the European
Court of Justice. The opinion states that the “logic involved” does not necessitate
the disclosure of the algorithm used. According to the opinion only “general
information, in particular on the factors taken into account in the decision-
making process and their weighting at an aggregated level”, i.e. a form of a global
feature-importance explanation, has to be provided. But as the opinion also
states that “sufficiently detailed explanations on the method used to calculate
the score and on the reasons that led to a certain result” have to be provided,
this seems contradictory as the wording “a certain result” seems to imply a local
explanation. This contradiction will have to be clarified by the court of Justice
but it seems more likely that “logic involved” will be interpreted as a more
general (global) explanation, mainly based on aggregated features.

Recital 71 also mentions a right “to obtain an explanation of the decision
reached after such assessment” as part of suitable measures to safeguard the
data subject (Art. 22 para. 3) but this right is only mentioned in the recital.
Recitals mainly function as guidelines on how to interpret law but can not create
law themselves. Therefore, the existence and the content of a “right to (an)
explanation” is still disputed in scholarship (e.g. [49,59]).
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3.2 Digital Services Act (DSA)

The new Digital Services Act (DSA) [22], which for example comes into play if an
information society service provider (e.g. a social network) uses AI to moderate
content (for an overview, see [18,42]), also contains transparency provisions.
Providers of intermediary services have to include information “on any policies,
procedures, measures and tools used for the purpose of content moderation,
including algorithmic decision-making” in their terms and conditions (Art. 14
para. 1 DSA). They are also subject to yearly transparency public reporting
obligations on content moderation. This includes information on “any use made
of automated means for the purpose of content moderation” (Art. 15 para. 1(e)
DSA). These obligations do not seem to directly relate to the implementation
of XAI methods, but they require transparency on an abstract, global level, i.e.
a qualitative description and information about the purpose and performance
metrics (i.e. accuracy and error rates) of these systems.

Online platforms displaying advertising must also ensure that the recipients
of the service can identify meaningful information “about the main parameters
used to determine the recipient to whom the advertisement is presented and,
where applicable, about how to change those parameters” (Art. 26 para. 1(d)
DSA). This requires a form of explanation on the main features used in displaying
advertisements, i.e. a feature-importance explanation, which seems to have a
local (“used to determine the recipient”) and a counterfactual element (“how
to change those parameters”). This obligation could therefore necessitate the
implementation of a XAI approach, which provides this local feature-importance
and counterfactual information.

3.3 The (Proposed) Artificial Intelligence Act (AIA)

In April 2021, the European Commission proposed the so-called Artificial Intel-
ligence Act (AIA) [19]. Since then several amendments have been suggested
by the EU co-legislators, the Council [11] and the European Parliament [20].
Even though there were some remaining issues (e.g. AI definition, regulation of
general-purpose AI/foundational models like GPT-4) the European Parliament
held a positive plenary vote on 14 June 2023 [60]. Therefore, the final phase of
the law-making process, the so-called trilogue, has started.

The AIA (for a general introduction see [57]) follows a risk-based approach.
AI systems with an “unacceptable risk” (Art. 5 AIA e.g. social scoring mod-
elled on China) will be banned, while high-risk AI systems will be subjected to
strict regulation and must undergo an ex-ante conformity assessment. Concern-
ing systems which pose a limited risk, these are subject to specific transparency
obligations (Art. 52 AIA, e.g. chatbots must identify themselves).

The AIA addresses two different forms of high-risk AI systems (Art. 6 AIA):
First, AI systems that are products or a safety component of a product already
covered by EU harmonisation legislation requiring a third-party conformity
assessment (e.g. medical devices). Second, in Annex III AIA eight categories
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of stand-alone AI systems are listed which are also considered high-risk (e.g.
migration, asylum and border control management).

The AIA contains a specific transparency obligation for high-risk AI systems.
According to Art. 13 para. 1 AIA high-risk AI systems must be “be designed and
developed in such a way to ensure that their operation is sufficiently transparent
to enable users to interpret the system’s output and use it appropriately”. The
appropriate type and degree of transparency seems to be relative, its goal is
achieving compliance with (other) relevant obligations of the AIA (recital 47: “a
certain degree of transparency”).

Crucially, the AIA does not offer (legal) definitions (Art. 3 AIA) for the cen-
tral terms “sufficiently transparent” or “to interpret”. The AIA does not men-
tion the concept of “explainability” and therefore does not differentiate between
interpretability and explainability [17]. This lack of definitions could lead to legal
uncertainty and the mentioned “tower of Babel” effect.

As has been stated in legal scholarship, this leaves the interpretation of Art.
13 para. 1 AIA and the level of transparency/interpretability required unclear
[4,15]. Therefore, it has been argued that the question of how to make AI sys-
tems interpretable is left to the discretion of the AI system provider, i.e. the AI
developer [17].

In conclusion, this leaves the interpretation, whether Art. 13 AIA necessitates
the implementation of XAI techniques and which approach has to be chosen, e.g.
if a local or global explanation is required, open. It can also be argued that only
a general form of transparency, mainly through the provision of “instructions”,
which have to be proved according to Art. 13 para. 2 seq., will suffice to satisfy
this requirement. These instructions must for example contain the purpose, the
level of accuracy, robustness, circumstances, which may lead to risks, perfor-
mance metrics regarding the use groups, specification for the input data or on
training/validation/testing data.

For example according to [5] Art. 13 para. 1 AIA does not imply the necessity
of explainability in the sense that the way in which data have been processed
must be entirely traceable, but a more general form of transparency of the sys-
tem’s functioning and output generation. Furthermore, a study [52] on request of
the European Commission stated that XAI techniques are not the “only means
available to understand and interpret AI systems outputs” and therefore not
required for all high-risk AI systems. Instead “documentation approaches, sce-
narios, principles of operations, as well as interactive training materials” will
fulfill the requirements of Art. 13 AIA. This indicates that the implementation
of XAI approaches is not a core component of this transparency obligation.

Several attempts to define the terminology used in Art. 13 AIA illustrate
the struggle to find uniform definitions, which shape how XAI will be used in
the future. For example, the Council [11] proposed to simplify this obligation,
i.e. to use the term “understand” instead of “interpret”, which in our opinion is
equally vague and has no real benefits.

The second co-legislator, the European Parliament [20], also tries to fill this
vague terminology with life. In the version of the Parliament, AI systems must be
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“sufficiently transparent to enable providers and users to reasonably understand
the system’s functioning.” In our opinion the addition of “functioning” suggests
a more general level of transparency, which also “shall be ensured in accordance
with the intended purpose of the AI system”, again indicating that the level of
transparency is context sensitive. As a very important step in the direction of a
precise terminology, the Parliament suggested to define “transparency”, which
shall “mean that, at the time the high-risk AI system is placed on the market, all
technical means available in accordance with the generally acknowledged state of
art are used to ensure that the AI system’s output is interpretable by the provider
and the user.” As this refers to the state of the art, which is always in flux, this
could mean that XAI approaches will become mandatory as they become state
of the art and if they provide a clear benefit in helping the user interpret the
output. On the other hand, the Parliament in our opinion seems to suggest a
high-level, global form of transparency, based on a simplified understanding of
the system and the features used (“The user shall be enabled to understand and
use the AI system appropriately by generally knowing how the AI system works
and what data it processes [...]”). This reduced obligation of “generally knowing”
does not seem to necessitate the implementation of XAI techniques. This should
in turn allow “the user to explain the decisions taken by the AI system to the
affected person [...]”. In our opinion this clarification is an important step in the
right direction as it minimizes legal uncertainty regarding how “transparency”
must be interpreted.

As a point of criticism, in the original AIA proposal the output must be inter-
pretable only for the (professional) user (i.e. a doctor) and not the person who is
affected by an AI system (i.e. a patient). But professional users are seldom the
only ones put at risk by AI systems [7]. Therefore, Art. 13. AIA is sometimes
referred to as a form of “user-empowering explainability” [53]. Critically, people
who are affected by high-risk AI systems, are left without a new right to infor-
mation [17]. This lack of a “human-centred approach” has been a major point
of criticism [55].

To solve this oversight, the European Parliament [20] proposed the introduc-
tion of “A right to explanation of individual decision-making” (Art. 68c AIA).
This would give “[a]ny affected person subject to a decision which is taken [...]
on the basis of the output from an high-risk AI system” (e.g. a diagnosis by a
doctor) “which produces legal effects or similarly significantly affects him or her”
(e.g. it affects the health of a patient) a “right to request [...] clear and mean-
ingful explanation [...] on the role of the AI system in the decision-making pro-
cedure, the main parameters of the decision taken and the related input data.”
In our opinion, this suggests a form of a local feature-importance explanation
(main parameters of the decision, related input data), which could necessitate
the implementation of XAI approaches, and additionally an explanation of the
role of the AI system (e.g. diagnostic aid). This explanation must also be target
appropriate (recital 84b “[...] they should take into account the level of exper-
tise and knowledge of the average consumer or individual”). If this focus on
the explanation of an individual decision is held up in the trilogue, this could
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necessitate the implementation of a XAI approach, which can produce a local
feature-importance explanation.

Thematically linked, Art. 14 AIA on human oversight also requires the imple-
mentation of measures that enable the individuals, to whom human oversight is
assigned, to “be able to correctly interpret the high-risk AI system’s output”. In
this regard, “the characteristics of the system and the interpretation tools and
methods available”, i.e. the implementation of XAI techniques, have to be taken
into account.

Even though the amendments by the European Parliament described above
are a step in the right direction and could lead to a more precise terminology,
there is still a high level of legal uncertainty in interpreting these transparency
obligations. This leads to economic risk for AI providers, who have to interpret
the provision themselves when assessing the conformity with the AIA. Of course,
the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice could lead to clarification, but
this will only be on a case-to-case basis and will take years. Therefore, the third
layer, standardization, could play an important role in defining these abstract
concepts set out by law.

4 Standardization and XAI

As law, even AI-specific regulation, must be applicable to many different cate-
gories of automated/autonomous software systems, these instruments must be in
a sense “technology-agnostic” as law can not be easily amended in lockstep with
every novel technological development. Therefore, legal rules are by-design often
written from an abstract perspective, i.e. they only set out high-level principles
and goals like “security” or “transparency”. The concrete technical implementa-
tion is often defined by standards, which are (often) developed by (private) orga-
nizations, so-called SDOs (Standards Development Organizations). To ensure a
uniform level of AI safety, several SDOs are drafting AI standards to fill existing
regulatory gaps.

At the international and EU level, the most important SDOs are the Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE),
the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), the European Committee for Standardization (CEN), the
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) and the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [16].

In the upcoming part of the paper, we aim to give a brief overview of the
standards concerning explainability/interpretability. As a caveat, most of these
standards are still in development and as (most) of the drafts can not be publicly
accessed, we do not aim to give an in-depth analysis.

ISO and IEC created the joint technical committee JTC 1/SC 42 which serves
as “the focus and proponent [...] (for the) standardization program on Artificial
Intelligence”. Several working groups exist which are focused on different aspects
(e.g. WG 1 foundational standards; WG 2 data; WG 3 trustworthiness) [37].
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On the one hand, ISO/IEC AWI 12792, which is still in development, aims
to create a transparency taxonomy describing “the semantics of the information
elements and their relevance to the various objectives of different AI stakehold-
ers” [34].

On the other hand, the technical specification ISO/IEC AWI TS 6254 “Objec-
tives and approaches for explainability of ML models and AI systems”, which is
also still in a drafting state, “describes approaches and methods that can be used
to achieve explainability objectives of stakeholders with regards to ML models
and AI systems’ behaviours, outputs, and results” [36].

It identifies characteristics of explainability (explanation needs, form,
approaches, and technical constraints) and uses them to categorise existing
approaches. As a limitation, according to a report [52], it does not discuss or
compare the technological maturity and known limitations of the methodologies
(i.e. if methods are trustworthy and reflect the actual decision-making process).

The ongoing discussions about these two standards illustrate the central
aim and struggle of defining “transparency” and “explainability”, which are
the cornerstones of these standards [1]. Transparency was broadly defined as
the “availability in relation to stakeholders of meaningful, faithful, comprehen-
sive, accessible and understandable information about a relevant aspect of an AI
system”. XAI approaches could help in generating this necessary information.
Interpretability concerning algorithms was defined as the “ease with which a
stakeholder can comprehend in a timely manner the objective of an AI system,
the reasons for the system’s behavior, and whether it is working given its pur-
pose and in line with stakeholder expectations, and how different inputs could
lead to different outcomes”. Interpretability can be reached through technical
approaches like explainability methods or other analysis or visualization meth-
ods. Similar to the ethics guidelines of the high-level expert group on AI (see
Sect. 2) two levels of explainability were differentiated. Explainability concern-
ing policy as the “ability to provide stakeholders of an AI system with concise,
accessible, sufficient and useful explanatory information beyond the AI system’s
results”, which refers to the wider socio-economic context of an AI system, and
explainability concerning algorithms as the “capability of an AI system to cor-
rectly produce the reasons for its own behavior in a timely manner, allowing
scrutiny of whether it is working given its purpose and in line with stakeholder
expectations, and how different inputs could lead to different outcomes”, which
refers to the implementation of XAI techniques.

Additionally, the terms explainability and/or interpretability are also men-
tioned in ISO/IEC 22989:2022 [33] on “Artificial intelligence concepts and termi-
nology” and in ISO/IEC AWI TS 29119-11 [35] concerning testing of AI systems
and in the ISTQB (International Software Testing Qualifications Board) syllabus
[38] for “Certified Tester AI Testing” [13].

At the level of the IEEE, the P7000 series of standards is being developed as
part of the Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems. In
contrast to more traditional standards, these standards aim to address “specific
issues at the intersection of technological and ethical considerations” [30].
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Regarding transparency, the already published standard IEEE P7001 [29]
sets out transparency requirements without defining how to achieve them, i.e.
which XAI techniques or solution to use. It (only) describes different levels of
transparency with an increasing range of sophistication and complexity [52].

At the national level, the German SDOs DIN (Deutsches Institut für Nor-
mung) and DKE (Deutsche Kommission für Elektrotechnik Elektronik Infor-
mationstechnik) have released the second version of an extensive “Standardiza-
tion Roadmap AI”, which maps the existing standards and analyses the need
for new AI standards [13]. As the roadmap states, there is a need to specify
formal requirements for XAI methods (i.e. formulation of concrete operational-
izable/testable requirements). It also states that additional basic research in
XAI is required because available methods have not yet been fully and widely
researched and applied. To fill these gaps, DIN is also working on a standard
concerning explainability [12].

Besides these standards for explainability/interpretability, a whole range of
standards for AI systems and related technologies is being developed at the
national and international level (see [13,16]).

In comparison to the perspectives of ethics and law, the field of standardiza-
tion illustrates even better the quest for a standardized, uniform terminology,
which is still ongoing. But as the mapping above indicates, the contours of central
terms are becoming sharper and sharper.

5 The Link Between Law and Standardization

Law and standardization are thematically interlinked. As a study regarding the
AIA states: “Standards are set to bring the necessary level of technical detail
into the essential requirements prescribed in the legal text, defining concrete
processes, methods and techniques that AI providers can implement in order to
comply with their legal obligations” [52]. Co-Regulation through standardization
based on the new Legislative Framework (NLF) is a cornerstone of the AIA. The
essential requirements contained in law are given concrete form by standards [16].

Instead of interpreting obligations like the transparency obligation Art. 13
AIA discussed in Sect. 3.3, which could take time and expertise and also lead
to legal risk, AI providers can mitigate uncertainty and follow (harmonized)
standards. This leads to the presumption, that an AI system conforms with the
requirements of the AIA. Therefore, in practice (harmonised) standards will play
an important role in shaping the technical requirements and therefore the XAI
landscape.

These harmonised standards are developed on demand of the European Com-
mission and are published in the official journal of the EU. At the EU level CEN,
CENELEC and ETSI (see Sect. 4) function as the SDOs which can either trans-
pose existing standards into European standards if they comply with European
values, standards and legislation, or they can develop own standards. At the
moment of writing the European Commission has already started the process to
adopt a standardization request providing a formal mandate to European SDOs
to develop the necessary standards [52].
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Even though these standards could bring the necessary clarity to high-level
obligations contained in ethics guidelines or the AIA by defining essential XAI
terms, this heightened role of standardization has some disadvantages. Besides
other general problems of standardizing AI (e.g. rapid change of the underlying
technology, ongoing debate on ethical and legal questions [2]) there are numerous
points for criticism: SDOs like the IEC and ISO typically work on a subscrip-
tion model and retain copyright [56], creating a monetary barrier especially for
small AI developers to access these standards. The standardization process is
susceptible to lobbying [56] and large, global players could therefore try to influ-
ence the definition of central terms to shape the XAI landscape. Regulation
by standards shifts the law-making power to private bodies, which, compared
to national or EU legislation, lack in options for democratic control and par-
ticipation [16,17,23,43,57]. This also reduces the possibility for the scientific
community to influence the ongoing AI governance discussion.

The European Parliament has seemingly recognized his problem in their AIA
amendments stating that it is necessary “to ensure a balanced representation of
interests by involving all relevant stakeholders in the development of standards.”
(Recital 61) Therefore, the Commission must consult with the AI Office and the
Advisory Forum (Art. 40 AIA, Recital 61a), which “should ensure varied and
balanced stakeholder representation and should advise the AI Office” (Recital
76).

6 A Proposed Solution

As our analysis of ethics guidelines, law and standardization has shown, the
quest for a precise terminology is still ongoing. In turn, XAI scientists cannot
rely on the vague, partially contradictory, and overly numerous definitions. Fur-
thermore, especially in standardization there is often very low participation of
representatives of academy and scientific researchers. Methods of democratic
representation are often lacking.

A first step to counter this development is to be aware of the definition prob-
lem and to create sensitivity about the opacity of the standards drafting mech-
anism. This position papers aims to contribute in building such an awareness in
the scientific community.

As a second step, we then pose the opposite problem: how can scientists
and XAI scholars inform the process of law-making and standardization so as
to provide guidance for the conformity assessment that will be so crucial in
evaluating the legality of the next AI systems disseminated to the general public
or adopted in sensitive areas such as health care or public safety?

We therefore created a simple and feasible method so that, at least the com-
munity of scholars who are most interested in these issues, can converge in a
lexicographic and definitional effort that brings order and gains the necessary
visibility and credibility to inform standard and policy making.

In recent years, scientists active in the field of XAI have produced several
reviews (e.g., [8,10,14,26,27,32,41,58]), both systematic and more narrative and
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exploratory ones, to understand the lexical and definition variety in the field and,
in some ways, help reduce the linguistic babel, since this is seen as an obstacle
for the diffusion and wide adoption of successful design patterns, and sound eval-
uation methods. Nonetheless, while all of these contributions primarily consist
of taxonomies or similar hierarchical categorizations that attempt to represent,
and somehow systematize, the above mentioned variety, we note that their aims
(and, thus, the set of concepts and definitions they document and attempt to
map out) differ. Indeed, while some of the referenced surveys [10,26,32] largely
aimed at categorizing existing XAI techniques from the methodological point of
view, with a consequent focus on notions related to presentation modality or
explanation type; others have also considered a more user-oriented perspective,
and thus focused on definitions and notions related to the evaluation, validation
and effects of explanations [14,27]; or also to a more general investigation of
the understanding of the notion of explanation itself [8,58]. Thus, it is easy to
see that the above mentioned contributions can only be understood as a starting
point for our proposed initiative, which is still far from being an exhausted topic.

What we are proposing, indeed, is to activate a truly communal initiative that
can lead a set of representative scholars to 1) collect all the major definitions
proposed in the highest impact articles or most comprehensive reviews 2) invite
all the authors of these articles and registered participants at major conferences
in the field (e.g. the International Conference on eXplainable Artificial Intelli-
gence, the IJCAI Workshop on Explainable Artificial Intelligence, the Actionable
Explainable AI Session at the Cross Domain Conference for Machine Learning
and Knowledge Extraction, CD-MAKE) to vote about the precision, clarity and
comprehensiveness of definitions of concepts such as explanation, explainability,
transparency, causability, understandability on opportune ordinal scales, 3) to
aggregate the results with state-of-the art methods, such as the one used in [9];
and 4) to return the results to the community, possibly iterating a few times
so as to reduce variability and facilitate consensus building, in a manner not
unlike a Delphi method involving the most motivated people in the field and
mediated by asynchronous collaboration tools such as online questionnaires [51]
and shared papers.

7 Conclusion

This paper mapped the ongoing efforts to define central XAI terms in ethics,
law and standardization. It illustrates that the quest for a common vocabulary is
still ongoing but there is the danger that the essential vocabulary and therefore
the XAI landscape could be defined by efforts marred by a lack of scientific
participation. After describing these challenges, the authors propose to start a
consolidation process at the Cross Domain Conference for Machine Learning
and Knowledge Extraction, CD-MAKE conference and systematically close the
gap between scientific publications on one side and ethics guidelines, law and
standards on the other side. A unified lexicon could aid the scientific community
in presenting a more unified front to better influence ongoing definition efforts
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which will shape the nature of AI and XAI in the future. Instead, all areas should
strengthen each other and learn from each other.
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